Admitted to Illinois Tech

ALEKS MATH Placement Test

- >=80%
  - MATH151 in first semester of study
- 75-79%
  - MATH151 and GLS181 in first semester of study
- 60-75%
  - MATH148 (B or better) with mentor support
  - MATH151 and GLS181 in first semester of study
- <60%
  - Train with math mentors and retake ALEKS to score >=80%
  - MATH 151
  - Train with math mentors and retake ALEKS to score <80%
  - MATH 147 and Gen Ed courses

- MATH147 - College Algebra
- MATH148 - Pre-calculus
- MATH151 - Calculus
- GLS 181 - Math Mentoring - support course to work closely with a math mentor well versed with materials in all abovementioned courses. 1-1 and/or small group tutoring online